TOP 10 MIGRATION ISSUES OF 2005

Welcome to the Migration Information Source's first annual list of the year's Top 10 Migration Issues. The list ranges over the whole world of migration issues, from US immigration reform to European integration challenges to massive displacement by natural disasters in Asia and the Americas.

We based our choices on news events, noteworthy developments, and increasingly important trends. Top experts also weighed in by telling us what surprised them most this year.

Let us know what you think: source@migrationpolicy.org

#1: Challenges of Immigrant Integration: Muslims in Europe

#2: Linking Security and Immigration Controls: The Post-9/11 US Model Goes Global

#3: US Immigration Reform Moves Forward

#4: Temporary Work Programs Back in Fashion

#5: EU Disunion: Immigration in an Enlarged Europe

#6: Remittances Reach New Heights

#7: Extreme Measures: What Migrants Are Willing to Do to Get in and What Governments Will Do to Stop Them

#8: Growing Competition for Skilled Workers (and Foreign Students)

#9: Asylum Applications Drop Sharply

#10: Record Numbers Displaced by Natural Disasters

Top 10 Migration Issues of 2005 - Feature Stories

Migration Issues: Ones to Watch
On the fringes of the radar today, here are some topics likely to generate discussion and controversy next year.

What Surprised You Most About Migration in 2005? Top Experts Respond
Their answers came from the headlines as well as personal observations about what the
media does — and does not — report.

**Policy Beat:**  
*President Bush Pushes for Increased Enforcement and a Temporary Worker Program*  
MPI's Julia Gelatt reports on Bush's latest immigration reform speeches in Arizona and Texas, new proposals for immigration reform, calls for the merger of immigration agencies, and more.

**Spotlight:**  
*Who Does What in US Immigration*  
The US federal government has spread immigration-related responsibilities among six agencies. MPI's Megan Davy, Deborah W. Meyers, and Jeanne Batalova explain which agencies handle such tasks as assisting refugees, issuing visas, and managing interior enforcement.

**Archives:**

Review past issues and search for articles by subject and authors by name.

**Special Issues:**

Don't forget to visit our previous Special Issues on:  
- The Unauthorized  
- Human Rights and Migration  
- Africa and Migration  
- US-Mexico Migration  
- Women and Migration  
- Integration and Immigrants  
- Migration and Development

**Join Our List**

If a friend has forwarded this email to you and you would like to continue receiving these updates, you can subscribe by clicking on the link below.  
[http://www.migrationinformation.org/subscribe.cfm](http://www.migrationinformation.org/subscribe.cfm)

**Thank You**

On behalf of the Source team, thank you for your comments and suggestions.  
[http://www.migrationinformation.org/contactus.cfm](http://www.migrationinformation.org/contactus.cfm)
The Migration Information Source is a project of the Migration Policy Institute (MPI). Find out more about MPI at http://www.migrationpolicy.org/.
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